Actian DataConnect Packaging Options
Best fit packages to serve your needs
DataConnect Benefits
Improve time-to-value by increasing
design time performance using a
powerful, visual designer
Quickly deploy changes and reduce
mean time to repair with easy-to-use
IDE and reusable templates
Reduce costs with a simple, flexible
architecture

Actian DataConnect 11 is a data integration solution that features a
comprehensive and powerful set of design and management tools that
make it easy for developers and system managers to implement, execute
and maintain integrations. It enables Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL),
Enterprise Information Integration (EII), Enterprise Application Integration
(EAI) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) integration patterns at
enterprise scale.
DataConnect 11 is offered in three different consumption models to suit
your current needs. You can easily transition to a different model as your
requirements evolve.

Implement secure, compliant
integrations according to your
governance policies
Connect to every part of your business
and endpoints with 100s of prebuilt
connectors and an instant-on,
graphical API Invoker

Flex package: Build your own integration toolset

You can cost-effectively choose just the features and capabilities you need
to successfully implement and maintain your integration using this a la carte
model. This option is ideally suited for those embarking on smaller projects
with limited need for non-production engines and dev users, as well as for
those requiring only a standard set of connectors.

Enterprise package: Achieve unlimited connectivity

The Enterprise model comes with unlimited number of connectors,
dev users and non-production engines on premise. Along with prebuilt connectors to hundreds of applications, DataConnect’s API Invoker
provides a graphical design interface to enable you to quickly build custom
connectors to emerging web applications.

Data sheet

DataConnect Enterprise +
DataCloud features
Design once, deploy anywhere –
Cloud, on-premises, or in a hybrid
environment
Connect to on-premise databases
and applications without moving
data to the cloud
Securely connect to cloud and
on-prem applications and data,
mobile, IoT, big data and traditional
endpoints, and APIs/traditional
data sources using current protocol
standards such as TLS 1.2
Define job schedules and
event- based processes for cloud
deployments
Monitor jobs and execution status via
cloud-based dashboard

Call maps and other step types from the process workflow tool

Enterprise DataCloud package: Deploy anywhere – cloud,
on-premise, hybrid

This powerful option uniquely enables users to design integrations once
and deploy anywhere: in the cloud, on-prem, or in a hybrid environment.
Using Actian DataCloud, you can execute and manage integrations from the
cloud, but also use on-premise agents for “last mile” connectivity or for local
processing.
The cloud option absolves you of your need to install, manage and operate
an on-premise infrastructure. Our flexible design allows for full management
of your integrations with DataCloud but the data still remains within your
firewall.

Benefits of Cloud
Computing
Increase speed and agility – quickly
implement new integration projects
without purchasing and configuring a
new system/environment
Achieve massive economies of scale
Significantly reduce hardware,
software and admin costs
Expand capacity as needed instead
of making a large, initial outlay in
hardware

What is Actian DataCloud?

DataCloud is a secure, elastic on-demand services platform powered
by Amazon Web Services (AWS) that enable cloud developers to deploy
and manage on-premise, cloud-to-cloud, or hybrid data and application
integration using DataConnect.
All data transmissions from/to DataCloud are secured using HTTPS
and with AES256 compression for in-transit data. All data at rest is also
encrypted.
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